Same Time Next Summer
by Annabel Monaghan
F Monaghan
While touring a Long Island beach
house wedding venue, Sam runs
into Wyatt, the guy who broke her
tenaged heart, forcing her
to remember the undeniable
connection between them.

The Seven Year Slip
by Ashley Poston
F Poston
In Red Mountain, the secrets of four
complicated people are revealed,
and they each wonder if this town
filled with eccentrics will rally
around them, or turn their backs.

Queen Charlotte
by Julia Quinn
F Quinn
In 1761, German Princess Charlotte
marries King George III, and as
queen, she navigates the intricate
politics of the court while guarding
her heart as she fights for herself,
her husband, and all her subjects.

Must Love Flowers
by Debbie Macomber
F Macomber
Nursing student Maggie rents a
room in Joan's home and finds a
glimmer of hope for a better life,
including a new romance, while
Joan doesn't know what to make of
the mysterious landscaper who's
been revitalizing her garden—and
who seems as lost as she is.

Romantic Comedy
by Curtis Sittenfeld
F Sittenfeld
Sketch writer Sally pokes fun at the
phenomenon of average men who
get romantically involved with
beautiful women and how the
reverse never happens until a pop
music sensation flips her script.
Romance

**Practice Makes Perfect**
by Sarah Adams
F Adams
Annie Walker, on a quest to find her perfect match, turns to emotionally unavailable Will Griffin for tutoring in how to become flirtatious and fun and the lines of their friendship become blurred.

**Chef’s Choice**
by T.J. Alexander
F Alexander
Proud trans woman Luna O’Shea helps a trans man jump through a series of increasingly difficult hoops to inherit a huge culinary empire.

**The Long Game**
by Elena Armas
F Armas
Reassigned to North Carolina where she struggles to turn around the local soccer team, disgraced soccer exec Adalyn Reyes butts heads with a goalkeeping prodigy who’s set on running her out of town.

**A Dish Best Served Hot**
by Natalie Caña
F Caña
A stressed-out single dad with a mischievous abuelo butts heads and creates sparks with a teacher and social justice advocate.

**Hello Stranger**
by Katherine Center
F Center
After a routine surgery a struggling artist loses the ability to see people’s faces but can still see animal faces.

**Kiss the Girl**
by Zoraida Córdova
F Córdova
At a night of incognito fun, famous singer Ariel crosses paths with up-and-coming singer Eric Reyes. When Eric invites Ariel on the road, will Ariel follow her dreams, fall in love, and find her voice?

**To Have and to Heist**
by Sara Desai
F Desai
When her best friend is accused of stealing a diamond necklace, Simi Chopra, to clear her friend’s name and collect the reward, transforms a ragtag group of strangers into an elite heist crew.

**Wyoming Wild**
by Sarah M. Eden
F Eden
U.S. Marshal John Hawking goes undercover in 1876 Wyoming Territory in a town ruled by a corrupt sheriff where he helps Liesl, the sheriff’s daughter, while exacting a dangerous plan that will put her father behind bars forever.

**Meet Me at the Lake**
by Carley Fortune
F Fortune
In desperate need of a lifeline, Fern Brookbanks finds it in the form of Will Baxter, and, believing he is hiding something, wonders if she can do the same for him.

**Love, Theoretically**
by Ali Hazelwood
F Hazelwood
Secretly offering her services as a fake girlfriend, theoretical physicist Elsie engages in a war of scholarly sabotage when the older brother of her favorite client, stands between her and her dream job at MIT.

**Happy Place**
by Emily Henry
F Henry
Despite breaking up months earlier, a picture-perfect couple still haven’t told their friends about the split and attempt to pretend they are still together at an annual Maine getaway.

**This Bird Has Flown**
by Susanna Hoffs
F Hoffs
A novel about music, fate, redemption, and love, from a songwriter and the co-founder of The Bangles.